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ABSTRACT
A method at a client device includes displaying media library information corresponding to a set
of media items. The media items include one or more local media items, the one or more local
media items including media items stored at the client device, and one or more remote media
items, the one or more remote media items including media items stored at a remote system and
not at the client device. The method also includes displaying, concurrently with displaying the
media library information, affordances identifying the remote media items; detecting user
interaction with an affordance identifying a respective remote media item; and in response to
detecting the user interaction, initiating a process for downloading a copy of the respective
remote media item to the client device for storage at the client device.
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Management of Local and Remote Media Items
RELATED APPLICATION
[0001]

Incorporated herein by reference, in its entirety, is PCT/US2012/051432 (published

as WO 2013/026023), filed on 17 August 2012.
TECHNICAL FIELD
[0001A]

This application relates generally to management of media items.

BACKGROUND
[00021

Purchase and consumption of digital content, such as music and movies, has grown

to the point where it rivals traditional media, such as physical disks. Further, the spread of
mobile devices have further opened up opportunities for consumption of digital content on the go
as well as at home.
[0003]

However, with users having more and more devices per person, management of the

digital content on such devices is becoming more tedious and difficult. As the purchase and
storage of digital content on a user's devices, for example a home computer and a smartphone,
diverge, the digital content libraries on the devices diverge as well. To ensure comprehensive
access to his digital content library, a user has to synchronize the digital content libraries and
files across his devices, which can be time-consuming and tedious.
[0003A]

Reference to any prior art in the specification is not an acknowledgment or

suggestion that this prior art forms part of the common general knowledge in any jurisdiction or
that this prior art could reasonably be expected to be understood, regarded as relevant, and/or
combined with other pieces of prior art by a skilled person in the art.

SUMMARY
[0003B]

In one aspect, the present invention provides a method comprising: at a client device

with a display: receiving a request to display a view of a media library, wherein the media library
includes local media items stored at the client device and remote media items not stored at the
client device but available from a remote system, and the view of the media library is associated
with a set of one or more local media items and a set of one or more remote media items; and in
response to receiving the request to display the view of the

1

media library displaying the view of the media library, wherein displaying the view of the media
library includes: in accordance with a determination that the client device has a connection to the
remote system: displaying media library information corresponding the set of one or more of the
local media items associated with the view of the media library and the set of one or more of the
remote media items associated with the view of the media library; displaying, concurrently with
displaying the media library information, visual indicators associated respectively with one or
more media items represented by the displayed media library information, wherein the one or
more visual indicators distinguish the remote media items and the local media items and are
configured to enable downloading a copy of the respective remote media item to the client
device for storage at the client device; and in accordance with a determination that the client
device does not have a connection to the remote system: displaying the media library
information corresponding to the set of one or more local media items associated with the view
of the media library and suppressing display of media library information corresponding to the
set of one or more remote media items associated with the view of the media library; detecting a
first user command to activate playback of a respective remote media item; in response to
detecting the first user command, initiating a process for playing the respective remote media
item, including: downloading a copy of the respective remote media item from the remote
system to a cache at the client device, and playing the copy of the respective remote media item
in the cache; and maintaining display of a visual indicator that identifies the respective media
item as a remote media item; after playing the copy of the respective remote media item,
detecting a second user command to download the respective remote media item to the media
library; and in response to detecting the second user command, downloading the respective
remote media item to the media library and ceasing to display the visual indicator that identifies
the respective media item as a remote media item.
[0003C]

In a second aspect, the present invention provides a method comprising: at a client

device with a display: receiving a request to display a view of a media library, wherein the media
library includes local media items stored at the client device and remote media items not stored
at the client device but are available from a remote system, and the view of the media library is
associated with a set of one or more local media items and a set of one or more remote media
items; and in response to receiving the request to display the view of the media library displaying
the view of the media library, wherein displaying the view of the media library includes: in
accordance with a determination that the client device has a connection to the remote system:
1A

displaying media library information corresponding the set of one or more of the local media
items associated with the view of the media library and the set of one or more of the remote
media items associated with the view of the media library, wherein one or more of the one or
more remote media items are members of a playlist of one or more media items; displaying,
concurrently with displaying the media library information, visual indicators associated
respectively with one or more media items represented by the displayed media library
information, wherein the one or more visual indicators distinguish the remote media items and
the local media items and are configured to enable downloading a copy of the respective remote
media item to the client device for storage at the client device; and in accordance with a
determination that the client device does not have a connection to the remote system: displaying
the media library information corresponding to the playlist, including displaying the media
library information corresponding to one or more of the remote media items in the set of remote
media items, wherein the media library information corresponding to the one or more remote
media items is displayed with visual indicia differentiating the remote media items and the local
media items in the playlist; detecting a first user command to activate playback of a respective
remote media item; in response to detecting the first user command, initiating a process for
playing the respective remote media item, including: downloading a copy of the respective
remote media item from the remote system to a cache at the client device, and playing the copy
of the respective remote media item in the cache; and maintaining display of a visual indicator
that identifies the respective media item as a remote media item; after playing the copy of the
respective remote media item, detecting a second user command to download the respective
remote media item to the media library; and in response to detecting the second user command,
downloading the respective remote media item to the media library and ceasing to display the
visual indicator that identifies the respective media item as a remote media item.
[0003D]

In a third aspect, the present invention provides a method comprising: at a client

device with a display: receiving a request to display a view of a media library, wherein the media
library includes local media items stored at the client device and remote media items not stored
at the client device but are available from a remote system, and the view of the media library is
associated with a set of one or more local media items and a set of one or more remote media
items; and in response to receiving the request to display the view of the media library displaying
the view of the media library, wherein displaying the view of the media library includes: in
accordance with a determination that the client device has a connection to the remote system:
1B

displaying media library information corresponding the set of one or more of the local media
items associated with the view of the media library and the set of one or more of the remote
media items associated with the view of the media library; displaying, concurrently with
displaying the media library information, visual indicators associated respectively with one or
more media items represented by the displayed media library information, wherein the one or
more visual indicators distinguish the remote media items and the local media items and are
configured to enable downloading a copy of the respective remote media item to the client
device for storage at the client device; and in accordance with a determination that the client
device does not have a connection to the remote system, displaying the media library information
corresponding to the set of media items, including: displaying, in accordance with a first
predefined formatting, media library information corresponding to the set of one or more local
media items associated with the view of the media library; and displaying, in accordance with a
second predefined formatting that is visually distinct from the first predefined formatting, media
library information corresponding to the set of one or more remote media items associated with
the view of the media library; detecting a first user command to activate playback of a respective
remote media item; in response to detecting the first user command, initiating a process for
playing the respective remote media item, including: downloading a copy of the respective
remote media item from the remote system to a cache at the client device, and playing the copy
of the respective remote media item in the cache; and maintaining display of a visual indicator
that identifies the respective media item as a remote media item; after playing the copy of the
respective remote media item, detecting a second user command to download the respective
remote media item to the media library; and in response to detecting the second user command,
downloading the respective remote media item to the media library and ceasing to display the
visual indicator that identifies the respective media item as a remote media item.
[0004]

In accordance with some embodiments, a method is performed at a client device with

a display. The method includes: displaying media library information corresponding to a set of
media items, the media items including: one or more local media items, the one or more local
media items including media items stored at the client device, and one or more remote media
items, the one or more remote media items including media items stored at a remote system and
not at the client device; displaying, concurrently with displaying the media library information,
affordances identifying the remote media items; detecting a user command to activate playback
of a respective remote media item; in response to detecting the user command, initiating a
IC

process for playing the respective remote media item, including: downloading a copy of the
respective remote media item from the remote system to a cache at the client device, and playing
the copy of the respective remote media item in the cache; and maintaining the affordance with
respect to the respective remote media item.

1D
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In accordance with some embodiments, a method is performed at a client

device with a display. The method includes: displaying media library information
corresponding to a set of media items, the media items including: one or more local media
items, the one or more local media items comprising media items stored at the client device,
and one or more remote media items, the one or more remote media items comprising media
items stored at a remote system and not at the client device; displaying, concurrently with
displaying the media library information, affordances identifying the remote media items;
detecting user interaction with an affordance identifying a respective remote media item; and,
in response to detecting the user interaction, initiating a process for downloading a copy of
the respective remote media item to the client device for storage at the client device.
[00061

In accordance with some embodiments, a method is performed at a client

device with a display. The method includes: displaying media library information
corresponding to a set of media items, the media items including: one or more media items
stored at the client device, and one or more media items stored at a remote system and not at
the client device; displaying, concurrently with displaying the media library information,
affordances identifying the media items stored at a remote system; detecting a user command
to activate playback of a respective media item stored at a remote system; in response to
detecting the user command, initiating a process for playing the respective media item stored
at a remote system, including: downloading a copy of the respective media item stored at a
remote system from the remote system to a cache at the client device, and playing the copy of
the respective media item in the cache; and maintaining the affordance with respect to the
respective media item stored at a remote system.
[0007]

In accordance with some embodiments, a method is performed at a client

device with a display. The method includes: displaying media library information
corresponding to a set of media items, the media items including: one or more media items
stored at the client device, and one or more media items stored at a remote system and not at
the client device; displaying, concurrently with displaying the media library information,
affordances identifying the media items stored at a remote system; detecting user interaction
with an affordance identifying a respective media item stored at a remote system; and in
response to detecting the user interaction, initiating a process for downloading a copy of the
respective media item stored at a remote system to the client device for storage at the client
device.
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In accordance with some embodiments, a client device includes a display, one

or more processors, memory, and one or more programs; the one or more programs are stored
in the memory and configured to be executed by the one or more processors and the one or
more programs include instructions for performing the operations of any of the methods
described above. In accordance with some embodiments, a graphical user interface on a
client device with a display, a memory, and one or more processors to execute one or more
programs stored in the memory includes one or more of the elements displayed in any of the
methods described above, which are updated in response to inputs, as described in any of the
methods above. In accordance with some embodiments, a computer readable storage medium
has stored therein instructions which when executed by a client device with a display, cause
the device to perform the operations of any of the methods described above. In accordance
with some embodiments, a client device includes: a display; and means for performing the
operations of any of the methods described above. In accordance with some embodiments,
an information processing apparatus, for use in a client device with a display, includes means
for performing the operations of any of the methods described above.
[0009]

In accordance with some embodiments, a method is performed at a server

device. The method includes: receiving from a first client device first media library
information associated with a user; identifying, based at least on the first media library
information: one or more client media items stored at the first client device associated with
the user, and one or more server media items, associated with the user, that have no
corresponding copy stored at the first client device, including one or more new server media
items not included in the first media library information; and sending second media library
information to the first client device, the second media library information including
information corresponding to the server media items, including the new server media items,
and the client media items; wherein the second media library information is sent to the first
client device for presentation to the user at the first client device and for replacing or updating
the first media library information at the first client device.
[0010]

In accordance with some embodiments, a server device includes one or more

processors, memory, and one or more programs. The one or more programs are stored in the
memory and configured to be executed by the one or more processors. The one or more
programs include instructions for: receiving from a first client device first media library
information associated with a user; identifying, based at least on the first media library
information: one or more client media items stored at the first client device associated with
3
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the user, and one or more server media items, associated with the user, that have no
corresponding copy stored at the first client device, including one or more new server media
items not included in the first media library information; and sending second media library
information to the first client device, the second media library information including
information corresponding to the server media items, including the new server media items,
and the client media items; wherein the second media library information is sent to the first
client device for presentation to the user at the first client device and for replacing or updating
the first media library information at the first client device.
[0011]

In accordance with some embodiments, a computer readable storage medium

has stored therein instructions which when executed by a server device, cause the device to:
receive from a first client device first media library information associated with a user;
identify, based at least on the first media library information: one or more client media items
stored at the first client device associated with the user, and one or more server media items,
associated with the user, that have no corresponding copy stored at the first client device,
including one or more new server media items not included in the first media library
information; and send second media library information to the first client device, the second
media library information including information corresponding to the server media items,
including the new server media items, and the client media items; wherein the second media
library information is sent to the first client device for presentation to the user at the first
client device and for replacing or updating the first media library information at the first
client device.
[0012]

In accordance with some embodiments, a server device includes: means for

receiving from a first client device first media library information associated with a user;
means for identifying, based at least on the first media library information: one or more client
media items stored at the first client device associated with the user, and one or more server
media items, associated with the user, that have no corresponding copy stored at the first
client device, including one or more new server media items not included in the first media
library information; and means for sending second media library information to the first
client device, the second media library information including information corresponding to
the server media items, including the new server media items, and the client media items;
wherein the second media library information is sent to the first client device for presentation
to the user at the first client device and for replacing or updating the first media library
information at the first client device.
4
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In accordance with some embodiments, an information processing apparatus

for use in a server device includes: means for receiving from a first client device first media
library information associated with a user; means for identifying, based at least on the first
media library information: one or more client media items stored at the first client device
associated with the user, and one or more server media items, associated with the user, that
have no corresponding copy stored at the first client device, including one or more new server
media items not included in the first media library information; and means for sending second
media library information to the first client device, the second media library information
including information corresponding to the server media items, including the new server
media items, and the client media items; wherein the second media library information is sent
to the first client device for presentation to the user at the first client device and for replacing
or updating the first media library information at the first client device.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[00141

For a better understanding of the aforementioned embodiments as well as

additional embodiments thereof, reference should be made to the Description of
Embodiments below, in conjunction with the following drawings in which like reference
numerals refer to corresponding parts throughout the figures.
[0015]

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a media consumption and acquisition

environment in accordance with some embodiments.
[00161

Figure 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary client device in accordance with

some embodiments.
[0017]

Figure 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary multifunction device in

accordance with some embodiments.
[00181

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a remote server and remote storage in

accordance with some embodiments.
[0019]

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a digital media store server and digital media

store storage in accordance with some embodiments.
[0020]

Figures 6A-6E illustrate exemplary user interfaces for managing media items

in accordance with some embodiments.
[0021]

Figure 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of playing a media item in

accordance with some embodiments.
5
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Figures 8A-8E are flow diagrams illustrating a method of downloading a

media item in accordance with some embodiments.
[00231

Figures 9A-9B are flow diagrams illustrating a method of updating media

library information in accordance with some embodiments.
DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
EXEMPLARY DEVICES
[0024]

Reference will now be made in detail to embodiments, examples of which are

illustrated in the accompanying drawings. In the following detailed description, numerous
specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present
invention.

However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that various

embodiments may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known
methods, procedures, components, circuits, and networks have not been described in detail so
as not to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the embodiments.
[0025]

It will also be understood that, although the terms first, second, etc. may be

used herein to describe various elements, these elements should not be limited by these terms.
These terms are only used to distinguish one element from another. For example, a first
contact could be termed a second contact, and, similarly, a second contact could be termed a
first contact, without changing the meaning of the description, so long as all occurrences of
the "first contact" are renamed consistently and all occurrences of the second contact are
renamed consistently. The first contact and the second contact are both contacts, but they are
not the same contact.
[00261

The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular

embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the claims. As used in the description
of the embodiments and the appended claims, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are
intended to include the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It
will also be understood that the term "and/or" as used herein refers to and encompasses any
and all possible combinations of one or more of the associated listed items. It will be further
understood that the terms "includes," "including," "comprises," and/or "comprising," when
used in this specification, specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations,
elements, and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more
other features, integers, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof.
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As used herein, the term "if' may be construed to mean "when" or "upon" or

"in response to determining" or "in response to detecting," depending on the context.
Similarly, the phrase "if it is determined" or "if [a stated condition or event] is detected" may
be construed to mean "upon determining" or "in response to determining" or "upon detecting
[the stated condition or event]" or "in response to detecting [the stated condition or event],"
depending on the context.
[0028]

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a media environment 100 in

accordance with some embodiments. Media environment 100 includes client devices 102 and
106 associated with a user. In some embodiments, client device 102 is a portable device (e.g.,
a smartphone, a tablet computer, a portable media player, etc.), and client device 106 is a
desktop computer, a laptop computer, or a netbook computer. Client device 102 and 106 may
communicate with each other over one or more networks 110 (e.g., wireless networks, local
area networks, wide area networks, mobile phone networks, the Internet, etc.) and/or a direct
wired or wireless connection (e.g., by Universal Serial Bus (USB), Bluetooth, etc.).
[0029]

Client devices 102 and 106 include media library 240 (Figure 2) and media

library 340 (Figure 3), respectively. Both media libraries 240 and 340 are associated with the
user. In some implementations, media libraries 240 and 340 are synchronized with each
other, and media libraries 240 and 340 are synchronized to a "master" media library,
associated with the user, stored elsewhere. In some embodiments, synchronizing media
libraries includes synchronizing media library metadata and synchronizing media item files.
Between synchronizations, media libraries 240 and 340 may diverge due to different user
actions on the respective devices. Client devices 102 and 106 include media management
application 104 and 108, respectively, that provide a user interface for managing media
libraries stored at the respective devices and for providing an interface to remote server 112
and digital media store server 116. Client device 102 and 106 each communicate with remote
server 112 and digital media store server 116 over one or more networks 110.
[00301

Digital media store server 116 and digital media store storage 118 provide a

digital marketplace for acquiring digital media content. Digital media store server 116
provides a user interface where users, after logging in under their respective user accounts,
can browse and/or search for digital media items, acquire digital media items (e.g., for free or
for money, depending on the specific item) for addition into a media library, and manage
their accounts. Digital media store storage 118 stores the actual media item files. Examples of
digital media items include music, podcasts, or other audio, video, e-books, and applications.
7
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Remote server 112 and remote storage 114 provide user-segregated storage

space for users to store data, including media libraries and digital media items. Users, after
logging into their accounts, may upload data into their reserved storage space in remote
storage 114, download data from the storage space, and manage the stored data. Remote
server 112 provides an interface for uploading, downloading, and managing the stored data.
Remote server 112 and digital media store server 116 communicate with each other, and
respectively with client devices 102 and 106 over network(s) 110. Examples of data that may
be uploaded to or downloaded from remote storage 114 include digital media items
(including items not acquired from digital media store server 116, e.g., music ripped from
compact disks), photos, documents, and metadata associated with any of these.
[00321

The user of client devices 102 and 106 have a "master" media library stored at

remote storage 114 through remote server 112. The "master" media library (e.g., the user
media library 441 (Figure 4) associated with the user) is the authoritative media library for
the user, and includes media items and related data. Client devices 102 and 106 communicate
with remote server 112 to synchronize with the user's "master" media library.
[00331

In some embodiments, a user uses the same user account for both digital

media store server 116 and remote server 112. That is, the user acquires digital media items
from digital media store server 116 and store data at remote server 112 under the same
credentials, and the acquired digital media items and the stored data are associated with the
same user.
[0034]

In some embodiments, when a user synchronizes media libraries at client

device 102 or 106 to the "master" media library at remote server 112, remote server 112
attempts to match the media items at client device 102 or 106 (or at least the media items not
already matched) to media items stored at digital media store storage 118. For a match, a
reference to the media item stored at digital media store storage 118 is stored at remote
storage 114 in lieu of the actual media item file, thus preserving user storage space for other
data.
[00351

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating client device 102 in accordance with

some embodiments. Touch-sensitive display 212 is sometimes called a "touch screen" for
convenience, and may also be known as or called a touch-sensitive display system. Device
102 includes memory 202 (which may include one or more computer readable storage
mediums), memory controller 222, one or more processing units (CPU's, sometimes called
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processors) 220, peripherals interface 218, RF circuitry 208, audio circuitry 210, speaker 211,
microphone 213, input/output (I/O) subsystem 206, other input or control devices 216, and
external port 224. Device 102 optionally includes one or more optical sensors 264. These
components communicate over one or more communication buses or signal lines 203.
[00361

It should be appreciated that device 102 is only one example of a portable

multifunction device, and that device 102 may have more or fewer components than shown,
may combine two or more components, or may have a different configuration or arrangement
of the components. For example, in some implementations, device 102 has, instead of touch
screen 212, a display that is not touch-sensitive, with the user entering input using other input
or control devices 216. The various components shown in Figure 2 are implemented in
hardware, software, or a combination of both hardware and software, including one or more
signal processing and/or application specific integrated circuits.
[0037]

Memory 202 includes high-speed random access memory and typically also

includes non-volatile memory, such as one or more magnetic disk storage devices, flash
memory devices, or other non-volatile solid-state memory devices. Access to memory 202
by other components of device 102, such as CPU 220 and the peripherals interface 218, is
optionally (but typically) controlled by memory controller 222.
[00381

Peripherals interface 218 can be used to couple input and output peripherals of

the device to CPU 220 and memory 202. The one or more processors 220 run or execute
various software programs and/or sets of instructions stored in memory 202 to perform
various functions for device 102 and to process data.
[00391

In some embodiments, peripherals interface 218, CPU 220, and memory

controller 222 are implemented on a single chip, such as chip 204.

In some other

embodiments, they are implemented on separate chips.
[0040]

RF (radio frequency) circuitry 208 receives and sends RF signals, also called

electromagnetic signals. RF circuitry 208 converts electrical signals to/from electromagnetic
signals and communicates with communications networks and other communications devices
via the electromagnetic signals. RF circuitry 208 typically includes well-known circuitry for
performing these functions, including but not limited to an antenna system, an RF transceiver,
one or more amplifiers, a tuner, one or more oscillators, a digital signal processor, a CODEC
chipset, a subscriber identity module (SIM) card, memory, and so forth. RF circuitry 208
communicates with networks, such as the Internet, also referred to as the World Wide Web
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(WWW), an intranet and/or a wireless network, such as a cellular telephone network, a
wireless local area network (LAN) and/or a metropolitan area network (MAN), and other
devices by wireless communication. The wireless communication uses any of a plurality of
communications standards, protocols and technologies, including but not limited to Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Enhanced Data GSM Environment (EDGE),
high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA), high-speed uplink packet access (HSUPA),
wideband code division multiple access (W-CDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA),
time division multiple access (TDMA), Bluetooth, Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) (e.g., IEEE
802.lla, IEEE 802.1lb, IEEE 802.llg and/or IEEE 802.11n), voice over Internet Protocol
(VoIP), Wi-MAX, a protocol for e-mail (e.g., Internet message access protocol (IMAP)
and/or post office protocol (POP)), instant messaging (e.g., extensible messaging and
presence protocol (XMPP), Session Initiation Protocol for Instant Messaging and Presence
Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE), Instant Messaging and Presence Service (IMPS)), and/or
Short Message Service (SMS), or any other suitable communication protocol, including
communication protocols not yet developed as of the filing date of this document.
[0041]

Audio circuitry 210, speaker 211, and microphone 213 provide an audio

interface between a user and device 102. Audio circuitry 210 receives audio data from
peripherals interface 218, converts the audio data to an electrical signal, and transmits the
electrical signal to speaker 211. Speaker 211 converts the electrical signal to human-audible
sound waves. Audio circuitry 210 also receives electrical signals converted by microphone
213 from sound waves. Audio circuitry 210 converts the electrical signal to audio data and
transmits the audio data to peripherals interface 218 for processing. Audio data is retrieved
from and/or transmitted to memory 202 and/or RF circuitry 208 by peripherals interface 218.
In some embodiments, audio circuitry 210 also includes a headset jack (not shown). The
headset jack provides an interface between audio circuitry 210 and removable audio
input/output peripherals, such as output-only headphones or a headset with both output (e.g.,
a headphone for one or both ears) and input (e.g., a microphone).
[0042]

I/O subsystem 206 couples input/output peripherals on device 102, such as

touch screen 212 and other input control devices 216, to peripherals interface 218. In some
implementations, I/O subsystem 206 includes display controller 256 and one or more input
controllers 260 for other input or control devices. The one or more input controllers 260
receive/send electrical signals from/to other input or control devices 216. The other input
control devices 216 optionally include physical buttons (e.g., push buttons, rocker buttons,
10
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etc.), dials, slider switches, joysticks, click wheels, and so forth. In some embodiments, input
controller(s) 260 is coupled to any (or none) of the following: a keyboard, infrared port, USB

port, and a pointer device such as a mouse. The one or more physical buttons optionally
include an up/down button for volume control of speaker 211 and/or microphone 213.

The

one or more physical buttons optionally include a push button.
[00431

Touch-sensitive display 212 provides an input interface and an output

interface between the device and a user.

Display controller 256 receives and/or sends

electrical signals from/to touch screen 212. Touch screen 212 displays visual output to the
user. The visual output typically includes graphics, text, icons, video, and any combination

thereof (collectively termed "graphics"). In some embodiments, some or all of the visual
output corresponds to user-interface objects.

[00441

Touch screen 212 has a touch-sensitive surface, sensor or set of sensors that

accepts input from the user based on haptic and/or tactile contact.

Touch screen 212 and

display controller 256 (along with any associated modules and/or sets of instructions in
memory 202) detect contact (and any movement or breaking of the contact) on touch screen

212 and converts the detected contact into interaction with user-interface objects (e.g., one or
more soft keys, icons, web pages or images) that are displayed on touch screen 212. In an

exemplary embodiment, a point of contact between touch screen 212 and the user
corresponds to a finger of the user.

[0045]

Touch screen 212 typically uses LCD (liquid crystal display) technology, LPD

(light emitting polymer display) technology, or LED (light emitting diode) technology,
although other display technologies are optionally used in other embodiments.

implementations,

In some

touch screen 212 and display controller 256 detect contact and any

movement or breaking thereof using any of a plurality of touch sensing technologies now

known or later developed, including but not limited to capacitive, resistive, infrared, and
surface acoustic wave technologies, as well as other proximity sensor arrays or other

elements for determining one or more points of contact with touch screen 212.

In an

exemplary embodiment, projected mutual capacitance sensing technology is used, such as

that found in the iPhone@, iPod Touch@, and iPad@ from Apple Inc. of Cupertino,
California.
[00461

Touch screen 212 typically has a video resolution in excess of 100 dpi. In

some embodiments, the touch screen has a video resolution of approximately 160 dpi. The
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user makes contact with touch screen 212 using any suitable object or appendage, such as a
stylus, a finger, and so forth. In some embodiments, the user interface is designed to work
primarily with finger-based contacts and gestures, which can be less precise than stylus-based
input due to the larger area of contact of a finger on the touch screen. In some embodiments,
the device translates the rough finger-based input into a precise pointer/cursor position or
command for performing the actions desired by the user.
In some embodiments, in addition to the touch screen, device 102 includes a

[0047]

touchpad (not shown) for activating or deactivating particular functions.

In some

embodiments, the touchpad is a touch-sensitive area of the device that, unlike the touch
screen, does not display visual output.

The touchpad is a touch-sensitive surface that is

separate from touch screen 212 or an extension of the touch-sensitive surface formed by the
touch screen.
Device 102 also includes power system 262 for powering the various

[00481

components. Power system 262 typically includes a power management system, one or more
power sources (e.g., battery, alternating current (AC)), a recharging system, a power failure
detection circuit, a power converter or inverter, a power status indicator (e.g., a light-emitting
diode (LED)) and any other components associated with the generation, management and
distribution of power in portable devices.
In some embodiments, device 102 also includes one or more optical sensors

[0049]
264.

Figure 2 shows an optical sensor coupled to optical sensor controller 258 in I/O

subsystem 206.

Optical sensor 264 optionally includes charge-coupled device (CCD) or

complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) phototransistors.

Optical sensor 264

receives light from the environment, projected through one or more lens, and converts the
light to data representing an image. In conjunction with an imaging module, also called a
camera module, (not shown), optical sensor 264 captures still images or video.

In some

embodiments, an optical sensor is located on the back of device 102, opposite touch screen
display 212 on the front of the device, so that the touch screen display may be used as a
viewfinder for still and/or video image acquisition.

In some embodiments, another optical

sensor is located on the front of the device so that the user's image may be obtained for
videoconferencing while the user views the other video conference participants on the touch
screen display.
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Device 102 optionally also includes one or more proximity sensors 266.

Figure 2 shows proximity sensor 266 coupled to peripherals interface 218.

Alternately,

proximity sensor 266 is coupled to input controller 260 in I/O subsystem 206. In some
embodiments, the proximity sensor turns off and disables touch screen 212 when the
multifunction device is placed near the user's ear (e.g., when the user is making a phone call).
[00511

In

some

implementations,

device

102

also

includes

one

or

more

accelerometers 268. Figure 2 shows accelerometer 268 coupled to peripherals interface 218.
Alternately, accelerometer 268 is coupled to an input controller 260 in I/O subsystem 206. In
some embodiments, information is displayed on the touch screen display in a portrait view or
a landscape view based on an analysis of data received from the one or more accelerometers.
Device 102 optionally includes, in addition to accelerometer(s) 268, a magnetometer (not
shown) and a GPS (or GLONASS or other global navigation system) receiver (not shown) for
obtaining information concerning the location and orientation (e.g., portrait or landscape) of
device 102.
[0052]

In some embodiments, the software components stored in memory 202 include

operating system 226, communication module (or set of instructions) 228, contact/motion
module (or set of instructions) 230, graphics module (or set of instructions) 232, text input
module (or set of instructions) 234, and applications (or sets of instructions) 236.
[0053]

Operating system 226 (e.g.,

Darwin, RTXC, LINUX, UNIX,

OS X,

WINDOWS, or an embedded operating system such as VxWorks) includes various software
components and/or drivers for controlling and managing general system tasks (e.g., memory
management, storage device control, power management, etc.) and facilitates communication
between various hardware and software components.
[0054]

Communication module 228 facilitates communication with other devices

over one or more external ports 224 and also includes various software components for
handling data received by RF circuitry 208 and/or external port 224. External port 224 (e.g.,
Universal Serial Bus (USB), FIREWIRE, etc.) is adapted for coupling directly to other
devices or indirectly over a network (e.g., the Internet, wireless LAN, etc.).

In some

embodiments, the external port is a multi-pin (e.g., 30-pin) connector that is the same as, or
similar to and/or compatible with the 30-pin connector used on iPod (trademark of Apple
Inc.) devices.
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Contact/motion module 230 detects contact with touch screen 212 (in

conjunction with display controller 256) and other touch sensitive devices (e.g., a touchpad or
physical click wheel). Contact/motion module 230 includes various software components for
performing various operations related to detection of contact, such as determining if contact
has occurred (e.g., detecting a finger-down event), determining if there is movement of the
contact and tracking the movement across the touch-sensitive surface (e.g., detecting one or
more finger-dragging events), and determining if the contact has ceased (e.g., detecting a
finger-up event or a break in contact).

Contact/motion module 230 receives contact data

from the touch-sensitive surface. In some implementations, determining movement of the
point of contact, which is represented by a series of contact data, includes determining speed
(magnitude), velocity (magnitude and direction), and/or an acceleration (a change in
magnitude and/or direction) of the point of contact. These operations are applied to single
contacts

(e.g.,

one

finger

contacts)

or

to

multiple

simultaneous

contacts

(e.g.,

"multitouch"/multiple finger contacts). In some embodiments, contact/motion module 230
and display controller 256 detect contact on a touchpad.
[00561

In some implementations, contact/motion module 230 is configured to detect a

gesture input by a user.

Different gestures on the touch-sensitive surface have different

contact patterns. Thus, a gesture is detected by detecting a particular contact pattern. For
example, detecting a finger tap gesture includes detecting a finger-down event followed by
detecting a finger-up (lift off) event at the same position (or substantially the same position)
as the finger-down event (e.g., at the position of an icon). As another example, detecting a
finger swipe gesture on the touch-sensitive surface includes detecting a finger-down event
followed by detecting one or more finger-dragging events, and subsequently followed by
detecting a finger-up (lift off) event.
[0057]

Graphics module 232 includes various known software components for

rendering and displaying graphics on touch screen 212 or other display, including
components for changing the intensity of graphics that are displayed. As used herein, the
term "graphics" includes any object that can be displayed to a user, including without
limitation text, web pages, icons (such as user-interface objects including soft keys), digital
images, videos, animations and the like.
[00581

In some embodiments, graphics module 232 stores data representing graphics

to be used.

In some implementations, each graphic is assigned a corresponding code.

Graphics module 232 receives, from applications etc., one or more codes specifying graphics
14
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to be displayed along with, if necessary, coordinate data and other graphic property data, and
then generates screen image data to output to display controller 256.
[0059]

Text input module 234, which is optionally a component of graphics module

232, provides soft keyboards for entering text in various applications (e.g., media
management module 104, and any other application that needs text input).
[00601

In some implementations, applications 236 include the following modules (or

sets of instructions), or a subset or superset thereof:
.

media management module 104;

*

video and audio player module 237, which is optionally made up of a video player
module and an audio player module; and

.
[00611

browser module 238.
Examples of other applications 236 that may be stored in memory 202 include

word processing applications, image editing applications, drawing applications, presentation
applications, spreadsheet applications, JAVA-enabled applications, encryption, digital rights
management, voice recognition, voice replication, contacts, email, instant messaging, image
management, calendar, search, notes, calculator, telephone, video conferencing, etc.
[0062]

Media management module 104 includes executable instructions to present

information on media items (e.g., names, artists, etc., and related artwork) and to activate
video and audio player module 237 in accordance with user instructions to play a media item.
Media management module 104 also provides user interfaces to remote server 112 and digital
media store server 116.
[0063]

Video and music player module 237 includes executable instructions that

allow the user to download and play back recorded music and other sound files stored in one
or more file formats, such as MP3 or AAC files, and executable instructions to display,
present or otherwise play back videos (e.g., on touch screen 212 or on an external, connected
display via external port 224). In some embodiments, device 102 includes the functionality
of an MP3 player, such as an iPod (trademark of Apple Inc.).
[0064]

Browser module 238 includes executable instructions to browse the Internet in

accordance with user instructions, including searching, linking to, receiving, and displaying
web pages or portions thereof, as well as attachments and other files linked to web pages. In
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some embodiments, user interfaces to remote server 112 and digital media store server 116
are accessed using browser module 238.
[0065]

Memory 202 also includes media library 240. Media library 240 includes

media items 242, media artwork 243, and media metadata 244. Media items 242 correspond
to media items (e.g., music files and/or video files) stored locally at device 102 (in media
library 240) and at remote storage 114 (based on an upload) or digital media store storage 118
(based on matching). A respective media item in media library 240, depending on whether a
local copy or version is stored at client device 106, is either the actual media item file or a
reference to a remotely stored media item file (or, in some implementations, both).
[00661

Media artwork 243 includes graphics files (e.g., album cover art) associated

with respective media items 242. Media metadata 244 includes metadata (e.g., title, artist,
author, album or collection, show, issue, number of playbacks, storage location(s), etc.)
associated with media items 242.

Media metadata 244 typically includes a respective

metadata entry for each distinct media item in media library 240, including locally stored
media items and media items that are not locally stored.
[0067]

Remote media items in a user's media library 240, which are media items

other than media items 242 (media items locally stored but also stored at remote storage 114
or digital media store storage 118), are represented by metadata entries in media metadata
244. Those metadata entries provide sufficient information to include these media items
(sometimes called "cloud" media items or remote media items) in a listing of the user's
media items, to include these media items in playlists, and to access (e.g., to play or
download) these media items from the "cloud" (e.g., from remote storage 114 or digital
media store storage 118).
[00681

Optionally, the media metadata entries for media items 242 also specify a

media identifier corresponding to media file or object stored at remote storage 114 or digital
media store storage 118. Optionally, media metadata entries for media items 242 temporarily
stored in media cache 245 (discussed below) include indicia for locating the local copy of
these media items in media cache 245 (i.e., in memory 202).
[00691

Memory 202 also includes media cache 245. In some circumstances (e.g.,

when playing items in a playlist), client device 102 downloads a media item from remote
server 112 for playback but not for "permanent" (e.g., non-transient or durable) storage at
client device 102. The downloaded media item is cached in media cache 245. Optionally, the
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cached media item is played in later playbacks, from the media cache 245, as long as the
media item has not been downloaded from remote server 112 for permanent storage at client
device 102. (It is noted that media items downloaded for "permanent" storage can still be
deleted in accordance with an explicit delete command or action by the user, but are not
necessarily subject to automatic eviction.) The cached media item is subject to eviction from
media cache 245 in accordance with a cache eviction policy (e.g., a least-recently-used, or
"LRU," policy, in which a least recently played media item is evicted first). In some
embodiments, a cached media item may be converted to a permanently stored media item
(e.g., by copying or moving the cached media item from media cache 245 to permanent
storage space in memory 202 for media items 242), rather than the media item being
downloaded again.
[0070]

In some embodiments, media items "permanently" stored in memory 202 are

also subject to automatic eviction (e.g., according to an LRU policy; according to a least
frequently-used, or "LFU," policy, in which media items whose respective playback counts
are the lowest are evicted). Automatic eviction of such media items helps preserve storage
space for the most-consumed media items. Permanently stored media items that are
automatically evicted may be re-downloaded into permanent storage. In some other
embodiments, media items permanently stored in memory 202 are not subject to automatic
eviction. In some implementations, permanently stored media items are subject to automatic
eviction from smart phones and tablet computers, which typically have relatively limited
storage resources (e.g., memory 202) compared to laptop and desktop computers, but not
from client devices such as desktop and laptop computers.
[0071]

In some implementations, or in some circumstances (e.g., when available

storage space at client device 102 falls below a particular threshold), when downloading a
media item for caching in media cache 245, a lower-quality (e.g., lower bit-rate) version of
the item is downloaded than when the item is downloaded for permanent storage.
[0072]

In some embodiments, when downloading a media item for permanent

storage, client device 102 downloads a lower-quality version of the media item if the network
connection to digital media store storage 118 or remote storage 114 is poor-quality or costly
(e.g., a per-unit data cost is associated with the network connection). In some such
embodiments, when client device 102 is on a free and/or good-quality (e.g., fast) network
connection (e.g., Wi-Fi at home), and optionally one or more additional conditions are met
(e.g., client device 102 is plugged in for power rather than running on battery, no other
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application is running on client device 102, the amount of available storage space is above a
threshold), client device 102 automatically downloads a higher-quality version of the media
item.
[0073]

In some embodiments, or in some circumstances, when downloading a media

item for permanent storage, client device 102 downloads the media item from another client
device 102 or 106 within proximity that has the media item (e.g., through an ad-hoc wireless
network), rather than from digital media store storage 118 or remote storage 114.
[00741

In some embodiments, and/or in some circumstances, a media item is

streamed for playback, rather than downloaded to media cache 245 first and played from
media cache 245.
[00751

Each of the above identified modules, programs or applications corresponds to

a set of executable instructions for performing one or more functions described above and the
methods described in this application (e.g., the computer-implemented methods and other
information processing methods described herein). These modules (i.e., sets of instructions)
need not be implemented as separate software programs, procedures or modules, and thus
various subsets of these modules may be combined or otherwise re-arranged in various
embodiments. In some embodiments, memory 202 stores a subset of the modules and data
structures identified above. Furthermore, memory 202 may store additional modules and data
structures not described above.
[00761

In some embodiments, device 102 is a device where operation of a predefined

set of functions on the device is performed exclusively through a touch screen and/or a
touchpad. By using a touch screen and/or a touchpad as the primary input control device for
operation of device 102, the number of physical input control devices (such as push buttons,
dials, and the like) on device 102 is reduced.
[0077]

In some implementations, the predefined set of functions that are performed

exclusively through a touch screen and/or a touchpad include navigation between user
interfaces. In some embodiments, the touchpad, when touched by the user, navigates device
102 to a main, home, or root menu from any user interface that may be displayed on device
102. In such embodiments, the touchpad may be referred to as a "menu button." In some
other embodiments, the menu button is a physical push button or other physical input control
device instead of a touchpad.
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Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating client device 106 in accordance with

some embodiments. Client device 106 typically includes one or more processing units
(CPU's, sometimes called processors) 310, one or more network or other communications
interfaces 360, memory 370, I/O interface 350, and one or more communication buses 320
for interconnecting these components. I/O interface 350 may include display 352,
keyboard/mouse 354, touch-sensitive surface (e.g., touchpad) 355, and external port(s) 356
(e.g., for connecting to other external devices).
[0079]

Memory 370 includes high-speed random access memory, such as DRAM,

SRAM, DDR RAM or other random access solid state memory devices; and optionally
includes non-volatile memory, such as one or more magnetic disk storage devices, optical
disk storage devices, flash memory devices, or other non-volatile solid state storage devices.
Memory 370 optionally includes one or more storage devices remotely located from the
CPU(s) 310. Memory 370, or alternately the non-volatile memory device(s) within memory
370,

comprises

a

non-transitory

computer

readable

storage

medium.

In

some

implementations, memory 370 or the computer readable storage medium of memory 370
stores the following programs, modules and data structures, or a subset thereof:
operating system 326 that includes procedures for controlling and managing general
system tasks (e.g., memory management, storage device control, power management,
etc.) and facilitates communication between various hardware and software
components;
.

communication module 328 that is used for connecting the client device 106 to other
devices or systems (e.g., client device 102, remote server 112, digital media store
server 116) via the one or more communication network interfaces 360 (wired or
wireless) and one or more communication networks, such as the Internet, other wide
area networks, local area networks, metropolitan area networks, and so on;

.

contact/motion module 330 for performing various operations related to detection of
contact, such as determining if contact has occurred (e.g., detecting a finger-down
event), determining if there is movement of the contact and tracking the movement
across the touch-sensitive surface (e.g., detecting one or more finger-dragging events),
determining if the contact has ceased (e.g., detecting a finger-up event or a break in
contact), and detecting gestures;
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graphics module 332 for rendering and displaying graphics on display 352 or other
display, including changing the intensity of graphics that are displayed;

.

text input module 334, which is optionally a component of graphics module 332, for
providing soft keyboards or key mappings for physical keyboards for entering text in
various applications;

.

applications 336;

.

media library 340; and

*

media cache 345.

[0080]

Applications 336 may include the following modules (or sets of instructions),

or a subset or superset thereof:
.

media management module 108;

*

video and audio player module 337, which is optionally made up of a video player
module and an audio player module; and

.
[00811

browser module 338.
Examples of other applications 336 that may be stored in memory 370 include

word processing applications, image editing applications, drawing applications, presentation
applications, spreadsheet applications, JAVA-enabled applications, encryption, digital rights
management, voice recognition, voice replication, contacts, email, instant messaging, image
management, calendar, search, notes, calculator, telephone, video conferencing, etc.
[0082]

Media management module 108 includes executable instructions to present

information on media items (e.g., names, artists, etc., and related artwork) and to activate
video and audio player module 337 in accordance with user instructions to play a media item.
Media management module 108 also provides user interfaces to remote server 112 and digital
media store server 116.
[0083]

Video and music player module 337 includes executable instructions that

allow the user to download and play back recorded music and other sound files stored in one
or more file formats, such as MP3 or AAC files, and executable instructions to display,
present or otherwise play back videos (e.g., on display 352 or on an external, connected
display via external port 356).
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Browser module 338 includes executable instructions to browse the Internet in

accordance with user instructions, including searching, linking to, receiving, and displaying
web pages or portions thereof, as well as attachments and other files linked to web pages. In
some embodiments, user interfaces to remote server 112 and digital media store server 116
can be accessed using browser module 338.
[00851

Memory 370 also includes media library 340. Media library 340 includes

local-only media items 341, media items 342 (described below), media artwork 343, and
media metadata 344.
[00861

Local-only media items 341 have no corresponding copy or version stored at

remote storage 114 or digital media store storage 118. In some embodiments, local-only
media items 341 include media items that are not eligible for uploading to remote storage 114
or matching based on predefined criteria (e.g., media item file is too large, the media item file
is of a specific type, or the quality is too poor), and thus remain local to client device 106.
[0087]

Media items 342 correspond to media items (e.g., music files and/or video

files) stored locally at client 106 (in media library 340) and at remote storage 114 (based on
an upload) or digital media store storage 118 (based on matching). A respective media item in
a user's media library 340, depending on whether a local copy or version is stored at client
device 106, is either the actual media item file or a reference to a remotely stored media item
file (or, in some implementations, both). In some embodiments, media items 342 also include
media items, stored at client device 106, that have not been uploaded to remote storage 114
yet and/or have not been matched yet to media items in digital media store storage 118 (e.g.,
because device 106 is between synchronizations), and thus have no corresponding copy or
version stored at remote storage 114 or digital media store storage 118 yet, but are otherwise
eligible to be matched and/or uploaded (e.g., a media item is uploaded if it is eligible for
matching but no actual match is found).
[00881

Media artwork 343 includes graphics files (e.g., album cover art) associated

with respective media items 342 or 341.
[00891

Media metadata 344 includes metadata (e.g., title, artist, author, album or

collection, show, issue, number of playbacks, storage location(s), etc.) associated with media
items 342 and local-only media items 341.

Media metadata 344 typically includes a

respective metadata entry for each distinct media item in media library 340, including locally
stored media items and media items that are not locally stored.
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Remote media items in a user's media library 340, which are not local-only

media items 341 and also not media items 342 (media items locally stored but also stored at
remote storage 114 or digital media store storage 118), are represented by metadata entries in
media metadata 344. Those metadata entries provide sufficient information to include these
media items (sometimes called "cloud" media items or remote media items) in a listing of the
user's media items, to include these media items in playlists, and to access (e.g., to play or
download) these media items from the "cloud" (e.g., from remote storage 114 or digital
media store storage 118).
[0091]

Local-only media items 341 and media items 342 together comprise a local

media database of locally stored media items in the user's media library. The media metadata
entries for the media items in this local media database specify a location (e.g., a file location
comprising a path and file name) indicating where in memory 370 these media items are
locally stored. Optionally, the media metadata entries for media items 342 also specify a
media identifier corresponding to media file or object stored at remote storage 114 or digital
media store storage 118.

Optionally, the media metadata entries for media items 342

temporarily stored in media cache 345 (discussed below) include indicia for locating the local
copy of these media items in media cache 345 (i.e., in memory 370). Typically, the media
identifier for each media file or object stored at remote storage 114 is unique with respect to
the media identifiers for all other media files or objects stored at remote storage 114.
Similarly, the media identifier for each media file or object stored in media cache 345 is
unique with respect to the media identifiers for all other media files or objects stored in media
cache 345, and the media identifier for each media file or object stored in digital media store
storage 118 is unique with respect to the media identifiers for all other media files or objects
stored in digital media store storage 118.
[0092]

Memory 370 also includes media cache 345. As noted above, in some

circumstances client device 106 downloads a media item from remote server 112 for
playback but not for "permanent" (e.g., non-transient or durable) storage at client device 106.
In these circumstances, the downloaded media item is cached in media cache 345. The
cached media item can be played (from the media cache 345) in later playbacks as long as the
media item has not been downloaded from remote server 112 for permanent storage at client
device 106. (It is noted that media items downloaded for "permanent" storage can still be
deleted in accordance with an explicit delete command or action by the user, but are not
subject to automatic eviction.)

The cached media item is subject to eviction from media
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cache 345 in accordance with a cache eviction policy (e.g., an LRU policy, in which the least
recently played media item is evicted first). In some embodiments, or in some circumstances,
a cached media item is converted to a permanently stored media item (e.g., by moving or
transferring the cached media item from media cache 345 to permanent storage space in
memory 370 for media items 342), rather than the media item being downloaded again.
[00931

In some embodiments, and/or in some circumstances, when downloading a

media item for caching in media cache 345, a lower-quality (e.g., lower bit-rate) version of
the item is downloaded than when the item is downloaded for permanent storage.
[0094]

In some embodiments, and/or in some circumstances, when downloading a

media item for permanent storage, client device 106 downloads the media item from another
client device 102 or 106 within proximity that has the media item (e.g., through an ad-hoc
wireless network), rather than from digital media store storage 118 or remote storage 114.
[00951

In some embodiments, and/or in some circumstances, when downloading a

media item for permanent storage, client device 106 downloads a lower-quality version of the
media item if the network connection to digital media store storage 118 or remote storage 114
is poor-quality or costly (e.g., a per-unit data cost is associated with the network connection).
When client device 106 is on a free and/or good-quality (e.g., fast) network connection, and
optionally one or more additional conditions are met (e.g., client device 106 is plugged in for
power rather than running on battery, no other application is running on client device 106, the
amount of available storage space is above a threshold), client device 106 automatically
downloads a higher-quality version of the media item.
[00961

Each of the above identified modules, programs or applications corresponds to

a set of executable instructions for performing one or more functions described above and the
methods described in this application (e.g., the computer-implemented methods and other
information processing methods described herein). These modules (i.e., sets of instructions)
need not be implemented as separate software programs, procedures or modules, and thus
various subsets of these modules may be combined or otherwise re-arranged in various
embodiments. In some embodiments, memory 370 stores a subset of the modules and data
structures identified above. Furthermore, memory 370 may store additional modules and data
structures not described above.
[0097]

Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating remote server 112 and remote storage

114 in accordance with some embodiments. Remote server 112 typically includes one or
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more processing units (CPU's, sometimes called processors) 410, one or more network or
other communications interfaces 460, memory 470, and one or more communication buses
420 for interconnecting these components.
[0098]

Memory 470 includes high-speed random access memory, such as DRAM,

SRAM, DDR RAM or other random access solid state memory devices; and optionally
includes non-volatile memory, such as one or more magnetic disk storage devices, optical
disk storage devices, flash memory devices, or other non-volatile solid state storage devices.
Memory 470 optionally includes one or more storage devices remotely located from the
CPU(s) 410. Memory 470, or alternately the non-volatile memory device(s) within memory
470,

comprises

a

non-transitory

computer

readable

storage

medium.

In

some

implementations, memory 470 or the computer readable storage medium of memory 470
stores the following programs, modules and data structures, or a subset thereof:
.

operating system 426 that includes procedures for controlling and managing general
system tasks (e.g., memory management, storage device control, power management,
etc.) and facilitates communication between various hardware and software
components;

.

communication module 428 that is used for connecting remove server 112 to other
devices or systems (e.g., client devices 102 and 106, digital media store server 116)
via the one or more communication network interfaces 460 (wired or wireless) and
one or more communication networks, such as the Internet, other wide area networks,
local area networks, metropolitan area networks, and so on;

.

account management module 436 for providing processes and interfaces for managing
user accounts;

.

media library module 437 for performing synchronization operations and other
processes with respect to media libraries and for accessing media libraries stored in
remote storage 114; and

.

media matching module 438 for performing operations, in conjunction with media
matching module 538 (Figure 5) at digital media store server 116, for matching media
items on client devices 102 and 106 to media items stored at digital media store
storage 118.

[0099]

Remote storage 114 includes user media libraries 440 and user media items

445. User media items are media item files that are uploaded from client devices (e.g., client
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devices 102, 106) for storage at remote storage 114. In some implementations, a media
library associated with a particular user 441 or user account includes media item references
442, media artwork 443, and media metadata 444.
[00100]

Media item references 442 include one or more of: references to user media

items 445 that belong to the user, references to media items in digital media store storage 118
that were acquired (e.g., purchased) by the user or matched to media items on the user's
client devices 102 and 106, and references to media items stored locally at client devices 102
and 106 (whether they are corresponding copies or versions of media items stored at storage
114 or 118, or are local to the client devices). In some embodiments, media item references
442 may refer to a media item, depending on where the media item is stored, by path or
media identifier (sometimes called an identifier number, even if the identifier is, strictly
speaking, a string of characters). Media artwork 443 is graphics files (e.g., album cover art)
associated with respective media items referenced by media item references 442. Optionally,
media artwork 443 includes additional graphics files not currently associated with respective
media items. Media metadata 444 are metadata (e.g., title, artist, author, album or collection,
show, issue, number of playbacks, etc.) associated with media items referenced by media
item references 442.
[00101]

It should be appreciated that, while remote server 112 is sometimes described

in this application as a single server or single server system, a distributed system of server
computers may be used to implement the functionality of remote server 112. The description
of remote server 112 as a single server is merely for convenience and ease of understanding.
Further, while remote storage 114 is depicted as accessed through communication buses 420,
remote storage 114 may, in some embodiments, be distributed, network-accessed storage that
is accessed by remote server 112 through network(s) 110, or some other form of distributed
storage.
[00102]

Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating digital media store server 116 and

digital media store storage 118 in accordance with some embodiments. Digital media store
server 116 typically includes one or more processing units (CPU's, sometimes called
processors) 510, one or more network or other communications interfaces 560, memory 570,
and one or more communication buses 520 for interconnecting these components.
[001031

Memory 570 includes high-speed random access memory, such as DRAM,

SRAM, DDR RAM or other random access solid state memory devices; and optionally
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includes non-volatile memory, such as one or more magnetic disk storage devices, optical
disk storage devices, flash memory devices, or other non-volatile solid state storage devices.
Memory 570 optionally includes one or more storage devices remotely located from the
CPU(s) 510. Memory 570, or alternately the non-volatile memory device(s) within memory
570,

comprises

a

non-transitory

computer

readable

storage

medium.

In

some

implementations, memory 570 or the computer readable storage medium of memory 570
stores the following programs, modules and data structures, or a subset thereof:
.

operating system 526 that includes procedures for controlling and managing general
system tasks (e.g., memory management, storage device control, power management,
etc.) and facilitates communication between various hardware and software
components;

.

communication module 528 that is used for connecting digital media store server 116
to other devices or systems (e.g., client devices 102 and 106, remote server 112) via
the one or more communication network interfaces 560 (wired or wireless) and one or
more communication networks, such as the Internet, other wide area networks, local
area networks, metropolitan area networks, and so on;

.

account management module 536 for providing processes and interfaces for managing
user accounts;

*

store interface 537 for providing a interface for users to browse, search for, and
acquire digital media items; and

.

media matching module 538 for performing operations for matching media items on
client devices 102 and 106 to media items stored at digital media store storage 118.

[00104]

Digital media store storage 118 includes digital store media items 540, digital

media store media artwork 542, and digital media store media metadata 544.
[00105]

Digital media store media items 540 are media items that are offered for

purchase or other acquisition by digital media store server 116. Digital media store media
artwork 542 is graphics files (e.g., album cover art) associated with respective digital media
store media items 540. Optionally, media artwork 542 includes additional graphics files not
currently associated with respective media items. Digital media store media metadata 544 are
metadata (e.g., title, artist, author, album or collection, show, issue, number of playbacks,
etc.) associated with digital media store media items 540.
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It should be appreciated that, while digital media store server 116 is described

in this application as a single server or single server system, a distributed system of server
computers may be used to implement the functionality of digital media store server 116. The
description of digital media store server 116 as a single server is merely for convenience and
ease of understanding. Further, while digital media store storage 118 is depicted as accessed
through communication buses 520, digital media store storage 118 may, in some
embodiments, be distributed, network-accessed storage that is accessed by digital media store
server 118 through network(s) 110, or some other form of distributed storage.
[00107]

As described above, client devices 102 and 106 include media libraries 240

and 340, respectively, which synchronized from time to time to the user's user media library
441. Media library 240, when synchronized with user media library 441, mirrors user media
library 441 and includes the same media items as in user media library 441. Media library
240, stored at client device 102, has local copies or versions of some or all of the media items
in user media library 441, and the remainder refers to the remotely stored copies or versions.
In some implementations, media library 240 is still functional even if no local copies of the
media items in the user's media library 441 are stored at the client device, because it includes
metadata for the media items in the user's media library 441, thereby enabling those items to
be accessed (e.g., for playback or download, for creation and management of playlists that
include these items).
[00108]

Media library 340, when synchronized with user media library 441, mirrors

user media library 441 and includes the same media items as in user media library 441. In
some embodiments, media library 340 may have, stored at client device 106, local copies or
versions of some or all of the media items in user media library 441, and the remainder refers
to the remotely stored copies or versions. Media library 340 optionally includes some media
items that are local to client device 106, that cannot be uploaded or matched, and that
otherwise have no corresponding copy or version in remote storage 114 or digital media store
storage 118. In some embodiments, these local media items not in user media library 441,
are indicated in user media library 441 as local to a client device.
[00109]

In some embodiments, when user media library 441 for a specific user is

updated, remote server 112 sends a push notification to client devices (e.g., devices 102, 106)
associated with the specific user to synchronize media libraries, so that media libraries 240
and 340 on the client devices are synchronized with the updated user media library 441.
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In some embodiments, when synchronizing media library 240 or 340 with user

media library 441 for a specific user, the synchronization is an incremental synchronization.
During an incremental synchronization, client device 102 or 106 receives just the differences
between media library 240 or 340 and the current user media library 441 for the specific user.
USER INTERFACES AND ASSOCIATED PROCESSES
[00111]

Figures 6A-6E illustrate exemplary user interfaces for managing media items

in accordance with some embodiments. Figure 6A illustrates user interface 600-A of media
management application 108 at client device 106. User interface 600-A includes sidebar 602
(sometimes called the source list) with links to various aspects of the user's media library, a
digital media store, and playlists. Links to aspects of the user's media library include, for
example, music link 604 that links to a display of the user's music media items in the user's
media library 340 (e.g., media items list 620 or albums gallery 626, Figure 6B). While this
example shows a music media list, in other implementations, the media list includes one or
more other media types, such as movies, shows, ebooks, magazines, etc.
[00112]

In some embodiments, cloud icon 603 is displayed alongside music link 604

(or more generally, a media link) if media library 340 includes media items that are not stored
locally (i.e., stored at remote storage 114 or digital media store storage 118).

In some

implementations, "media items that are not stored locally" includes media items stored in
media cache 345 (Figure 3), but not in media library 340, and in such implementations cloud
icon 603 is displayed alongside music link 604 even if every media item in the user's account
is stored in either media library 340 or media cache 345, so long as at least one media item in
the user's account is not stored in media library 340.
[001131

Sidebar 602 also includes a link 606 to a digital media store provided by

digital media store server 116, and a link to a playlist 608 of media items acquired through
the digital media store.
[001141

Sidebar 602 also includes links to various playlists, including links 610 to

computer generated playlists, generated based on analysis of music media items and
similarities between music media items, a link 614 to a randomly-generated playlist, links
616 to playlists that are generated in accordance with user-specified or predefined rules, and
links 618 to user-defined (e.g., the user directly selects the media items to be included)
playlists. In some embodiments, cloud icon 603 is displayed alongside a playlist link if media
library 340 includes media items that are not stored locally at client device 102 or 106. In
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some embodiments, playlists 610, 614, and 616 are generated by, depending on the
circumstances, media management application 104 at client device 102 or digital media store
server 116.
[00115]

Music media items list 620 lists music media items 622 in media library 340.

Typically, the music media items are listed in alphabetical order by song name, by album
name, by artist name, by artist by album, by genre, by rating, or the like. For example, as
depicted in Figure 6A, list 620 displays the list of music media items organized by album by
artist.
[001161

Icon 623 (sometimes called an affordance, download icon or download

affordance) displayed is displayed alongside music media items 622 that are not stored
locally (i.e., music media items that are stored at remote storage 114 or digital media store
storage 118, but that are not locally stored in media library 340). In some embodiments, the
user may interact with icon 623 for a particular remotely stored music media item 622 to
initiate a download of that item for local storage at client device 106. For example, items 622
2 and 622-3 are not locally stored, but a copy may be downloaded for local storage by
clicking on (or otherwise selecting) the corresponding icon 623. In this context, local storage
means durable or permanent storage at client device 106, in contrast to being temporarily
cached in media cache 345. In some embodiments, icon 623 is displayed persistently to
indicate storage status (e.g., locally stored, remotely stored, or cached) of the corresponding
item. Icon 623 may have a different appearance depending on the storage status of the
corresponding item. If an item is not locally stored, the user may select the corresponding
icon 623 to initiate download of the item, as described above. When the download is
complete, the corresponding icon 623 changes appearance to reflect the new storage status.
[00117]

Music media items 622 that are locally stored do not have icon 623. For

example, items 622-1 and 622-4 are locally stored. In some embodiments, music media items
622 may have additional statuses, and icons corresponding to the additional status may be
displayed for such items. For example, an icon may be displayed for a remotely stored item
that is inaccessible because client device 106 is offline. As another example, an icon may be
displayed for an item that is exclusively local to client device 106 (e.g., because the item is
ineligible for upload or matching).
[00118]

Music media items 622 may also be played from user interface 600-A. For

example, the user may select a music media item 622 and activate playback button 624 to
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play the selected item. If the played item is a remotely stored item (e.g., item 622-2 or item
622-3, the item is downloaded from remote storage 114 or digital media store storage 118 and
cached in media cache 345, and the cached item is played. As media cache 345 is not
permanent storage, in the sense that items in the cache are subject to eviction (i.e., deletion)
in accordance with predefined eviction rules or criteria, the item is still considered as not
locally stored.
[00119]

Figure 6B illustrates user interface 600-B of media management application

108 at client device 106. User interface 600-B shows gallery 626 of collections 628 of music
media items. In some embodiments, a collection of music media items is an album, a
collection of music media items by the same artist, a playlist, a genre, etc. In Figure 6B,
collections 628 are albums. Icon 630 is displayed for collections 628 that include at least one
music media item that is not locally stored. For example, collections 628-1 and 628-2 each
have one or more music media items that are not locally stored, and collection 628-3 has all
of its music media items locally stored.
[00120]

In user interface 600-B, a user may select a collection to display the items in

the collection, and to activate playback of the items. If the collection includes items that are
not locally stored, the user may download them (some or all) and play them (e.g., by selecting
the item and clicking on play button 624). As discussed above, when an item that is not
locally stored is played, the item is downloaded and cached in media cache 345, and is still
considered not locally stored.
[00121]

Figure 6C illustrates user interface 631 of media management application 104

at client device 102. Songs (i.e., music media items) list 632 is displayed in user interface
631. Also displayed in user interface 631 is bar 633 where the user may select one of multiple
ways to have music media items displayed (e.g., by collection, by playlist, by artist, or by
album).
[00122]

Music media items 634 are listed in songs list 632. Music media items that are

not locally stored at client device 102, such as items 634-1 and 634-2, have icon 636
(sometimes called an affordance, download icon or download affordance) displayed
alongside. In some embodiments, icon 636 is interactive; the user may select icon 636 (e.g.,
by tapping on icon 636 on touch screen 212) to initiate download of the corresponding item
634 to client device 102 for permanent storage. When the download of an item for permanent
storage is in progress, as is the case for item 634-4, icon 638 is displayed. Icon 638 includes a
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stop download button surrounded by a circular progress bar. The circular progress bar
indicates the progress of the download, and the stop download button may be selected (e.g.,
by tapping on icon 638 on touch screen 212) to stop the download. Item 634-3, on the other
hand, corresponding to a locally (permanently) stored media item, and icon 636 is not
displayed for that media item. In some embodiments, icon 636 is displayed persistently to
indicate storage status (e.g., locally stored, remotely stored, or cached) of the corresponding
item. Icon 636 may have a different appearance depending on the storage status of the
corresponding item. If an item is not locally stored, the user may select the corresponding
icon 636 to initiate download of the item, as described above. When the download is
complete, the corresponding icon 636 changes appearance to reflect the new storage status.
[001231

Figure 6D illustrates user interface 640 of media management application 104

in client device 102, where client device 102 here has a larger form factor (e.g., as in a tablet
or laptop computer) than that depicted in Figure 6C (e.g., as in a smartphone). A playlist
gallery of playlists 642 is displayed in user interface 640. Icon 644 is displayed for a playlist
whose music media items are being played (e.g., playlist 642-6). Icon 646 is displayed for a
playlist that includes one or more music media items that are not locally stored. In some
embodiments, a number of music media items in the playlist that are not locally stored is
displayed within icon 646. For example, icon 646 in Figure 6D includes a number "7,"
indicating that seven items in playlist 642-6 are not locally stored. The items in a playlist may
be displayed in response to a user selection of a playlist (e.g., by tapping on the playlist on
touch screen 212).
[00124]

Figure 6E illustrates user interface 650 of media management application 104

in client device 102, where client device 102 here has a larger form factor (e.g., as in a tablet
or laptop computer) than that depicted in Figure 6C (e.g., as in a smartphone). In Figure 6E,
the contents of playlist 642-6 is displayed in list 651 in user interface 650. Playlist items list
651 includes music media items 652. Icon 636 is displayed for (e.g., within or adjacent to)
items 652 that are not locally stored, such as items 652-1 and 652-4. In some embodiments,
icon 636 is an interactive affordance; the user may select icon 636 (e.g., by tapping on icon
636 on touch screen 212) to initiate download of the corresponding item 652 to client device
102 for permanent storage. When the download of an item for permanent storage is in
progress, as is the case for item 652-3, icon 638 is displayed. Icon 638 includes a stop
download button surrounded by a circular progress bar. The circular progress bar indicates
the progress of the download, and the stop download button may be selected (e.g., by tapping
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on icon 638 on touch screen 212) to stop the download. Item 652-2, on the other hand,
corresponds to a locally (permanently) stored media item, and icon 636 is not displayed for
that media item.
[00125]

Icon 644 (sometimes called a playback icon) is displayed for item 652-4; item

652-4 is being played back even though it is not locally stored. Item 652-4 is downloaded
into media cache 245, and the cached item is played. Also, it should be appreciated that an
item that is not locally stored may be played while the same or another not-locally-stored
item is being downloaded for permanent storage. For example, in Figure 6E, item 652-3 is
being downloaded and item 652-4 is being played concurrently.
[001261

In some implementations, user interface 650 includes a "download all" button

654. A user may select "download all" button 654 (e.g., by tapping on icon 654 on touch
screen 212) to start download, for permanent storage, of items in the displayed playlist that
are not locally stored (e.g., item 652-1). The user may also select individual icons 636 to
download the corresponding media items individually. In some embodiments, "download all"
button 654 is displayed for collections (e.g., albums) that have one or more media items that
are remotely stored and not locally stored.
[001271

Figure 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a method 700 of playing a media item

in accordance with some embodiments. The method 700 is performed at a client device (e.g.,
device 102, Figure 2; or device 106, Figure 3). Some operations in method 700 may be
combined and/or the order of some operations may be changed.
[00128]

The device displays (702) media library information corresponding to a set of

media items, the media items including: one or more local media items, the one or more local
media items comprising media items stored at the client device, and one or more remote
media items, the one or more remote media items comprising media items stored at a remote
system and not at the client device. For example, in Figure 6A, media items list 620 is
displayed. Media items list 620 include media items that are locally stored (e.g., items 622-1,
622-4) and items that are remotely stored and not locally stored (e.g., items 622-2, 622-3). As
another example, in Figure 6E, playlist items list 651 is displayed in user interface 650.
Playlist items list 651 includes items that are locally stored (e.g., item 652-2) and items that
are remotely stored and not locally stored (e.g., items 652-1, 652-4). It is noted that, in some
circumstances, there are zero local media items that are stored at the client device.
Furthermore, in some circumstances, there are zero remote media items that are stored at the
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remote system but not at the client device (i.e., all media items stored at the remote system
are also stored at the client device). The functions described herein with respect to playing,
manipulating or displaying information about non-local content are applicable regardless of
whether the client device currently stores any local items. Similarly, the functions described
with respect to playing, manipulating or displaying information about locally stored content
are applicable regardless of whether the user account currently includes any items that are
remotely stored but not locally stored.
[00129]

The device displays (704), concurrently with displaying the media library

information, affordances identifying the remote media items. For example, in Figure 6A, icon
623 is displayed for items 622-2 and 622-3. As another example, in Figure 6E, icon 636 is
displayed for items 652-1 and 652-4.
[001301

The device detects (706) a user command to activate playback of a respective

remote media item. For example, in Figure 6A, a user may select item 622-1 and click on
play button 624 or double-click on item 622-1. As another example, in Figure 6E, the user
may select a media item 652 (e.g., by tapping on the item on touch screen 212) to play it.
[001311

In response to detecting the user command, the device initiates (708) a process

for playing the respective remote media item, including: downloading (710) a copy of the
respective remote media item from the remote system to a cache at the client device, and
playing (712) the copy of the respective remote media item in the cache. For example, in
response to the user command (e.g., clicking on play button 624) to play item 622-1, item
622-1 is downloaded into media cache 356 and the cached item is played. As another
example, in response to a user command to play item 652-4, item 652-4 is downloaded into
media cache 245 and the cached item is played.
[00132]

In some embodiments, playing the copy includes beginning play of the copy

of the respective remote media item in the cache prior to the copy being completely
downloaded (714). The cached item may be played prior to completion of the download into
the cache. This shortens the delay, if any, between the user command to play the item and
start of playback.
[001331

The device maintains (716) the affordance with respect to the respective

remote media item. The affordance continues to be displayed for the remote media item that
was played. For example, in Figure 6E, icon 636 continues to be displayed for item 652-4.
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It should be understood that the particular order in which the operations in

Figure 7 have been described is merely exemplary and is not intended to indicate that the
described order is the only order in which the operations could be performed.

One of

ordinary skill in the art would recognize various ways to reorder the operations described
herein. Additionally, it should be noted that details of other processes described herein with
respect to method 800 (e.g., Figures 8A-8E) are also applicable in an analogous manner to
method 700 described above with respect to Figure 7. For example, the local media items
and remote media items described above with reference to method 700 may have one or more
of the characteristics of the local media items and remote media items described herein with
reference to method 800. For brevity, these details are not repeated here.
[00135]

Figures 8A-8E are flow diagrams illustrating a method 800 of downloading a

media item in accordance with some embodiments. The method 800 is performed at an
electronic device (e.g., device 102, Figure 2; or device 106, Figure 3). Some operations in
method 800 may be combined and/or the order of some operations may be changed.
[001361

The device displays (802) media library information corresponding to a set of

media items, the media items including: one or more local media items, the one or more local
media items comprising media items stored at the client device, and one or more remote
media items, the one or more remote media items comprising media items stored at a remote
system and not at the client device. For example, in Figure 6A, media items list 620 is
displayed. Media items list 620 include media items that are locally stored (e.g., items 622-1,
622-4) and items that are remotely stored and not locally stored (e.g., items 622-2, 622-3). As
another example, in Figure 6E, playlist items list 651 is displayed in user interface 650.
Playlist items list 651 includes items that are locally stored (e.g., item 652-2) and items that
are remotely stored and not locally stored (e.g., items 652-1, 652-4). As noted above, in
some circumstances, there are zero local media items that are stored at the client device.
Furthermore, in some circumstances, there are zero remote media items that are stored at the
remote system but not at the client device (i.e., all media items stored at the remote system
are also stored at the client device). The functions described herein with respect to playing,
manipulating or displaying information about non-local content are applicable regardless of
whether the client device currently stores any local items. Similarly, the functions described
with respect to playing, manipulating or displaying information about locally stored content
are applicable regardless of whether the user account currently includes any items that are
remotely stored but not locally stored.
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In some embodiments, displaying media library information further includes

suppressing display of respective media items in the set of media items that match predefined
filter criteria (804). When the media library information is displayed, some media items may
be hidden from display in accordance with filtering criteria (e.g., parental filter based on
content rating, or other user specified or user-defined filter).
[001381

The device displays (806), concurrently with displaying the media library

information, affordances identifying the remote media items. For example, in Figure 6A, icon
623 is displayed for items 622-2 and 622-3. As another example, in Figure 6E, icon 636 is
displayed for items 652-1 and 652-4.
[001391

The device detects (808) user interaction with an affordance identifying a

respective remote media item. For example, in Figure 6A, the user clicks on icon 623 for
media item 622-2 or 622-3. As another example, in Figure 6C, the user performs a gesture
(e.g., a tap) on icon 636 for either item 634-1 or 634-2.
[00140]

In response to detecting the user interaction, the device initiates (810) a

process for downloading a copy of the respective remote media item to the client device for
storage at the client device. For example, in response to the user clicking on icon 623 for
media item 622-2, client device 106 initiates a download of item 622-2 to client device 106.
As another example, in response to the user performing a gesture on icon 636 for media item
634-2, client device 102 initiates a download of media item 634-2 to client device 102.
[00141]

In some embodiments, downloading a copy of the respective remote media

item includes downloading the copy for storage at the client device (812). The download of
the media item may be for permanent storage at the client device.
[00142]

In some embodiments, downloading a copy of the respective remote media

item includes downloading the copy into a cache (814). The download of the media item may
be for storage in a cache, where the media item copy is subject to automatic eviction.
[001431

In some embodiments, the device responds (816) to a predefined user

command with respect to a playlist that includes one or more local media items and one or
more remote media items, by playing the media items in the playlist in a sequence determined
by the playlist. When the user issues a command to play a playlist of media items, and the
playlist includes local media items and remote media items, the client device attempts to play
them in the playlist order.
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In some embodiments, the device determines (818) whether the client device

has a connection to the remote system. The device responds (820) to a predefined user
command with respect to a user-defined playlist that includes one or more local media items
and one or more remote media items, when a connection to the remote system is present, by
playing the media items in the user-defined playlist in a sequence determined by the user
defined playlist. The device responds (822) to the predefined user command with respect to
the user-defined playlist, when a connection to the remote system is absent, by playing only
the local media items in the user-defined playlist in the sequence determined by the user
defined playlist. For example, the client device determines whether it has a connection to
remote server 112 through network(s) 110. When the user issues a command to play a playlist
of media items, and the playlist includes local media items and remote media items, the client
device attempts to play them in the playlist order. If the client device has a connection to
remote server 112, the client device plays both the local and remote media items in the
playlist. If the client device does not have a connection to remote server 112 (e.g., because
either is offline), the client device plays just the local media items in the playlist and skips the
remote media items.
[001451

In some embodiments, a playlist is a user-defined playlist, or computer

generated playlist (e.g., generated in accordance with user-defined rules, generated based on
analysis of the media items, or randomly generated).
[001461

In some embodiments, displaying the media library information includes

displaying a list identifying the local media items and the remote media items, and displaying
the affordances includes displaying respective icons identifying the remote media items in the
list. For example, in Figure 6A, the media library information is displayed in the form of a list
of songs by album by artist, and icon 623 is displayed for remote media items in the list, such
as items 622-2 and 622-3. As another example, in Figure 6C, a songs list is displayed, and
icon 636 is displayed for remote media items 634-1 and 634-2.
[00147]

In some embodiments, the respective icons identifying the remote media items

are interactive affordances.

Detecting interaction with the affordance corresponding to a

respective remote media item includes detecting interaction with the respective icon
corresponding to the respective remote media item. In some implementations, icon 623 is
interactive and is configured to activate or initiate a process when clicked on by the user.
Similarly, in some implementations icon 636 is interactive and is configured to activate or
initiate a process when the user performs a predefined gesture (e.g., a tap gesture) on it.
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In some embodiments, an order of the media items in the list is irrespective of

whether a respective media item is a local media item or a remote media item (828). The
media items in the list are listed in an order that is not affected by whether a media item is a
local media item or a remote media item.
[00149]

In some embodiments, the list identifying the media items is ordered by one or

more characteristics selected from the set consisting of title, artist or author, album or
collection, publisher, issue, rating, time, and genre, and wherein the order of the media items
in the list is irrespective of which listed media items are local media items and which listed
media items are remote media items (830). For example, the media items list in Figure 6A is
ordered by album by artist, without regard to whether a media item is a local media item or a
remote media item. Similarly, in Figure 6C, the media items are listed by alphabetical and
numeric order with regard to whether a media item is a local media item or a remote media
item.
[001501

In some embodiments, displaying the media library information includes

displaying a collections gallery comprising one or more collections, wherein each of a
plurality of the media items is associated with a respective collection; and displaying the
affordances includes displaying respective icons to identify respective collections that are
respectively associated with one or more remote media items (832). Collections may be
collections of music media items, video media items, magazine media items, etc. Examples
of a collection include an album, music media items by a particular artist, music media items
in a particular genre, episodes of a podcast, episodes in a television series, etc. In some
embodiments, collections also include playlists.

In some implementations, collections

include collections that include media items of two or more distinct media types (e.g., music
media items and video media items).
[00151]

For example, in Figure 6B, album gallery 626 is displayed. Albums 628 in

album gallery 626 include media items in the media library. Icon 630 is displayed for albums
that include one or more remote media items, such as album 628-1. As another example, in
Figure 6D, icon 646 is displayed for playlist 642-6.
[001521

In some embodiments, the device detects (834) interaction with an affordance

corresponding to a collection having an icon identifying the collection as associated with one
or more remote media items; and in response to detecting the interaction, initiates (836) a
process for downloading respective copies of at least one of the remote media items
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associated with the collection to the client device for storage at the client device. For
example, in Figure 6B, the user may click on icon 630 displayed for a album 628-1 to initiate
download of one or more of the remote media items in album 628-1.
[001531

In some embodiments, displaying the affordances includes, for a respective

collection having one or more remote media items, displaying a number indicating a count of
remote media items in the respective collection (838). For example, in Figure 6D, icon 646
for playlist 642-6 includes a number indicating a count of media items in playlist 642-6 that
are not locally stored at the client device.
[00154]

In some embodiments, one or more of the remote media items are copies of

corresponding local media items that have been removed from the client device (840). A
remote media item may formerly have been a locally stored media item that has since been
deleted, leaving the remote media item. As discussed elsewhere in this document, in some
implementations, the content of the deleted locally stored media item that corresponds to the
remaining remote media item need not be identical to the content of the remote media item.
[001551

In some embodiments, one or more of the remote media items correspond to

digital media purchases at a digital media store and have no corresponding local media item
(842). In one example, a remote media item is a media item purchased from the digital media
store, and thus part of the user's media library, but has yet to be downloaded to the client
device.
[001561

In some embodiments, the device locally stores (844) at the client device

metadata for each media item in the set of media items, the locally stored metadata for a
respective media item including storage location information indicating whether the
respective media item is locally stored at the client device, and whether the respective media
item is remotely stored at the remote system. For example, at client device 102, media
metadata 244 (or media metadata 344 at client device 106) includes metadata for each of the
media items in the media library. The media metadata for a media item includes information
on where the media item is stored, such as locally (the media metadata includes a path to the
local file) and/or remotely (the media metadata includes a reference to the remote item).
[00157]

In some embodiments, the locally stored metadata for the respective media

item includes a source indicia indicating whether the respective media item was purchased at
a predefined digital media store (846). For example, if a media item was purchased from the
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digital media store, the media metadata for the media item may include an identifier of the
media item that is used within the digital media store.
[00158]

In some embodiments, when the storage location information indicates that a

respective media item is locally stored at the client device, the storage location information
further indicates whether the respective media item is durably stored at the client device or is
cached at the client device (848). As described above, a media item that is stored at the client
device may be durably stored at the client device or cached at the client device. The media
metadata for that item may include data that indicates whether the media item is durably
stored or cached at the client device.
[001591

In some embodiments, the storage location information for a respective media

item includes state information selected from the set consisting of: locally stored, locally
cached, remotely stored, and a plurality of transitional states (850). A media item in the
media library may have one of multiple storage states, including locally stored at the client
device (with or without a corresponding remotely stored media item), locally cached (i.e.,
remotely stored but cached locally for playback), remotely stored, and any of a number of
transitional states.
[001601

In some embodiments, the plurality of transitional states comprises:

transitioning to local storage, transitioning to cache, purchase transaction in process, and
being deleted from local storage (852). The transitional states may include download to client
device for permanent storage in progress (i.e., transitioning to local storage), download to
client device for caching in progress (i.e., transitioning to cache), purchase transaction in
progress (e.g., where user has made a purchase from the digital media store, and the store is
processing the purchase), and being deleted from local storage (e.g., when the user has
instructed, from another device, deletion of the locally stored item and the corresponding
remotely stored item, and the deletion has yet to be carried out at the client device).
[001611

In some embodiments, in response to a predefined trigger condition, the

device initiates (854) synchronization of the locally stored metadata with corresponding
metadata stored at the remote system. In response to a trigger condition, the client device
synchronizes media metadata with remote server 112/remote storage 114. Examples of
trigger conditions include arrival of a scheduled synchronization time or a user action that
causes a significant change to the media library (e.g., deletion of a locally stored media item).
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In some embodiments, the device updates a file path in the metadata for a

respective media item when the respective media item is downloaded to the client device
(855). When a remotely stored media item is downloaded to the client device, the metadata is
updated to include the file path to the downloaded copy.
[001631

In some embodiments, one or more of the remote media items include

corresponding copies cached at the client device, wherein the cached copies are subject to
eviction from a cache at the client device in accordance with a cache management policy
(856). As described above, a remotely stored media item may be played at the client device.
To play the remotely stored media item, the client device downloads a copy of the remotely
stored media item into the cache (e.g., cache 245 or 345) and the cached copy is played. The
cached copy may be deleted (e.g., automatically deleted, without user action) from the client
device in accordance with a cache management policy (e.g., least recently used file is deleted
first).
[001641

In some embodiments, while displaying the media library information

corresponding to the set of media items, the device suppresses (858) display of remote media
items that have been marked as hidden. One or more media items in the media library may be
marked as hidden in accordance with user command. When the media library information is
displayed to the user at the client device (e.g., in user interface 600 or 631 or 640 or 650),
those items marked as hidden are not displayed. In some embodiments, there is a user
interface that the user may navigate to from media management application 104/108 that
displays the hidden media items, and from that user interface the user may unhide any of the
hidden items or take other action (e.g., delete an item completely from the user's media
library).
[00165]

In some embodiments, the device receives (860) a user command to delete a

respective local media item from the client device and to mark the respective local media
item as hidden. When the user issues a command to delete a locally stored media item from
the client device, the file of the media item to be deleted may be retained instead of actually
deleted, but marked as hidden instead. The media item is thus retained in the media library
but hidden from the user (i.e., not displayed to the user in typical use).
[001661

In some embodiments, displaying the media library information corresponding

to the set of media items is performed while the client device has an online connection to the
remote system (862). When the client device is offline, the device displays (863) the media
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library information corresponding to the local media items and suppressing display of media
library information corresponding to the remote media items stored at the remote system and
not at the client device. When the client device is offline, and thus remote server 112 is
unavailable, or remote server 112 is otherwise unavailable, remotely stored media items are
not accessible at the client device. When information for the media library is displayed at the
client device while the client device is offline, information corresponding to the remotely
stored media items may thus be not displayed to the user.

Alternatively, information

corresponding to the remotely stored media items is displayed in a manner that visually
distinguish the remotely stored media items from locally stored media items in the set of
media items. In some implementations, the visually distinguishing indicia include graying
out or another distinctive color or shade.
[00167]

In some embodiments, displaying the media library information corresponding

to the set of media items is performed while the client device has an online connection to the
remote system, and one or more of the remote media items stored at the remote system and
not at the client device are members of a playlist of one or more media items (864). When the
client device is offline, the device displays (865) the media library information corresponding
to the playlist, including displaying the media library information corresponding to the
remote media items stored at the remote system and not at the client device with visual
indicia identifying the remote media items in the playlist. When the client device is offline,
and thus remote server 112 is unavailable, or remote server 112 is otherwise unavailable,
remotely stored media items are not accessible at the client device. When a remotely stored
item is a member of a playlist, and information for the playlist is displayed, information
corresponding to the remotely stored item is displayed. In some implementations, information
corresponding to the remotely stored item is displayed in a manner that distinguishes it from
locally stored media items in the playlist. For example, the visually distinguishing indicia
include graying out or another distinctive color or shade.
[001681

In some embodiments, displaying the media library information corresponding

to the set of media items is performed while the client device has an online connection to the
remote system (866). When the client device is offline, the device displays (868) the media
library information corresponding to the set of media items, including: displaying, in
accordance with a first predefined formatting, media library information for the one or more
local media items stored at the client device (870); and displaying, in accordance with a
second predefined formatting that is visually distinct from the first predefined formatting,
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media library information for the one or more remote media items stored at the remote
system and not at the client device (872). Displaying of the media library information at the
client device is performed while the client device is online and has a connection to remote
server 112, but can also be performed while the client is offline. When the client device is
offline, and thus remote server 112 is unavailable, or remote server 112 is otherwise
unavailable, remotely stored media items are not accessible at the client device. When
information for the media library is displayed at the client device, information corresponding
to the locally stored media items is displayed with one form of formatting (e.g., normal
colored font) and information corresponding to the remotely stored media items is displayed
with a different form of formatting (e.g., grayed-out font). The inaccessible remotely stored
media items are thus distinguished from the locally stored media items that are accessible
even when remote server 112 is unavailable.
[001691

In some embodiments, one or more of the local media items has a respective

corresponding copy stored at the remote system (874). A local media item may have a
corresponding copy or version that is stored at remote storage 114 or digital media store
storage 118. The corresponding copy or version may come about in various ways. For
example, the corresponding copy or version may be an upload of the local media item to
remote storage 114. In another example, the corresponding copy or version may be an item
from the digital media store that is matched to the local media item. In a further example, the
local media item may be a download of the corresponding copy or version to the client
device.
[00170]

In some embodiments, the device determines (876) whether a respective

media item is stored at both the client device and the remote system, and displays an
affordance identifying the respective media item as a remote media item if the respective
media item is stored at the remote system and no corresponding copy is stored at the client
device. Optionally, the client device periodically verifies that a locally stored item in the
media library still exists at the client device. If the locally stored item is determined to no
longer exist at the client device, the item is identified as a remotely stored item (assuming the
corresponding remotely stored item is still remotely stored) and an affordance (e.g., icon 623
or 636) is displayed for the item.
[00171]

In some embodiments, the copy of the respective remote media item

downloaded to the client device for storage at the client device has one or more predefined
quality metrics that are different from the predefined quality metrics of a corresponding
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previously deleted local media item (878). In some embodiments, part of the process of
matching media items to items at the digital media store include allowing the user to
download the matching item from digital media store storage 118, which may have a
different quality level (e.g., different bit rate, less lossy encoding) than the original locally
stored item. Further, when the original locally stored item is deleted, and the user wants to
have the same item locally stored again, the user may have the matching remote media item,
which may have a different quality level than the original locally stored item, downloaded for
storage at the client device.
[00172]

In some embodiments, in response to a predefined user command, the device

replaces (880) a respective local media item with a higher quality media item downloaded
from the remote system, the higher quality media item having content corresponding to
content of the respective local media item. In some embodiments, part of the process of
matching media items to items at the digital media store includes allowing the user to
download the matching item from digital media store storage 118 to replace the original
locally stored item, even if the matching item from digital media store storage 118 is of a
higher quality (e.g., higher bit rate, less lossy encoding). The replacement may be performed
in accordance with a user command.
[001731

It should be understood that the particular order in which the operations in

Figures 8A-8E have been described is merely exemplary and is not intended to indicate that
the described order is the only order in which the operations could be performed. One of
ordinary skill in the art would recognize various ways to reorder the operations described
herein. Additionally, it should be noted that details of other processes described herein with
respect to method 700 (e.g., Figure 7) are also applicable in an analogous manner to method
800 described above with respect to Figures 8A-8E. For brevity, these details are not repeated
here.
[00174]

Figures 9A-9B are flow diagrams illustrating a method 900 of updating media

library information in accordance with some embodiments. The method 900 is performed at a
server or server system (e.g., remote server 112). Some operations in method 900 may be
combined and/or the order of some operations may be changed.
[00175]

The server receives (902) from a first client device first media library

information associated with a user. When a client device (e.g., client device 102 or 106)
communicates with remote server 112 to synchronize media libraries, remote server 112
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receives data or information for media library 240 or 340 (e.g., media metadata 244 or 344)
for a user.
[001761

The server identifies (904), based at least on the first media library

information: one or more client media items stored at the first client device associated with
the user, and one or more server media items, associated with the user, that have no
corresponding copy stored at the first client device, including one or more new server media
items not included in the first media library information. Remote server 112 compares the
received media library information to the data or information for the corresponding user
media library 441 to identify the media items in the media libraries that are stored at the first
client device (the client media items) and the media items that are remotely stored and not
stored at the first client device (the server media items). The media items that are identified as
remotely stored and not locally stored may include one or more "new" media items that are
not in the media library at the first client device (e.g., because the item(s) were synchronized
from a second client device associated with the user to the server); these items are new from
the perspective of the first client device.
[001771

In some embodiments, the new server media items include one or more server

media items that correspond to purchases from a digital media store (906). For example, the
media items that are new from the perspective of the first client device may be media items
that were purchased from the digital media store using a second client device to access digital
media store server 116. The purchased items were synchronized to remote server 112 and
remote storage 114 but have yet to be synchronized to the first client device.
[00178]

In some embodiments, the new server media items include one or more server

media items that correspond to respective client media items stored at a second client device
associated with the user (908). For example, the media items that are new from the
perspective of the first client device may be media items that were added to the second client
device (e.g., music media items generated from ripping compact disks) and synchronized to
remote server 112 and remote storage 114, but have yet to be synchronized to the first client
device.
[001791

In some embodiments, the identifying further identifies one or more server

media items corresponding to respective copies stored at the first client device (910). The
identification of the media items may include identifying remotely stored media items that
correspond to media items stored at the first client device. For example, the identifying may
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include matching the media items stored at the first client device to media items in digital
media store storage 118. The identifying may also include verifying that server media items
that correspond to respective client media items at the first client device are still stored at
remote storage 114 or digital media store storage 118 and not deleted (e.g., in accordance
with a user command issued from a second client device).
[001801

The server sends (912) second media library information to the first client

device, the second media library information including information corresponding to the
server media items, including the new server media items, and the client media items;
wherein the second media library information is sent to the first client device for presentation
to the user at the first client device and for replacing or updating the first media library
information at the first client device. Remote server 112 generates update media library
information and sends the updated media library information to the first client device to
update or replace the media library information at the first client device. The updated media
library information includes information on the new server media items as well as the other
media items that are in the media library at the first client device. The updated media library
information may be displayed to the user of the first client device.
[001811

In some embodiments, the second media library information indicates the

server media items having no corresponding copy stored at the first client device as
downloadable to the first client device (914). The updated media library information indicates
which of the media items in the media library is not stored at the first client device.
[00182]

In some embodiments, the server includes (916) in the second media library

information indicia corresponding to interactive affordances for the server media items
having no corresponding copy stored at the first client device, the interactive affordances
indicating the server media items having no corresponding copy stored at the first client
device as downloadable, and wherein, in response to detecting a user interaction with a
respective affordance, downloading of the corresponding server media item to the first client
device is activated. The updated media library information identifies which media items are
not locally stored at the first client device. At the first client device, interactive affordances
(e.g., icon 623, Figure 6A, or icon 636, Figure 6C or 6E) are displayed for these identified
items. Optionally, a user interacts with one or more of the interactive affordances to activate a
download of the corresponding media items to the first client device.
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In some embodiments, the second library information includes information

organizing the client media items and server media items into one or more collections and
indicating a collection that includes one or more server media items that have no
corresponding client media item as having downloadable media items (918). For example, the
media items may be organized into collections based on album, artist, playlist membership,
publisher, studio, genre, etc., and the media library information includes album information,
artist information, etc. for the media items. Optionally, collections that have one or more
remote media items (media that are stored remotely and not stored at the first client device,
excluding cached items) are identified by indicia in the second library information.
[00184]

In some embodiments, when the server receives (920) information from the

first client device indicating that a respective client media item has been deleted from the first
client device, the server responds by generating (922) third media library information to
replace or update the second media library information. If the deleted client media item
corresponds to a respective server media item, the third media library information includes
information indicating the respective server media item as downloadable to the first client
device (924). If the deleted client media item has no corresponding server media item stored
at the server device, the third media library information excludes information on the deleted
client media item (926). A media item that is stored locally at the first client device is
typically deleted from the first client device in accordance with a user command. Remote
server 112 receives information regarding the deletion (e.g., during a synchronization
operation) and generates updated media library information to account for the deletion. If the
deleted media item corresponds to a remotely stored media item, the item is indicated as an
item that is remotely stored and not locally stored, and thus downloadable. If the deleted
media item has no corresponding remotely stored media item, information regarding the
deleted item is excluded from the updated media library information. As a result, the deleted
item is no longer in the media library.
[00185]

In some embodiments, when the server receives (928) a user request from the

first client device to delete a respective server media item, the server responds by generating
(930) fourth media library information to replace or update the third media library
information, the fourth media library information excluding information corresponding to the
respective server media item. For example, remote sever 112 may receive a user request or
command to delete the remotely stored media item corresponding to the deleted locally stored
media item. In response to the request or command, new media library information that
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excludes information regarding the deleted remotely stored media item is generated; the
remotely stored media item is hidden from the library. In some circumstances (e.g., when the
deleted media item was not purchased or otherwise obtained by the user from the digital
media store), the remotely stored media item is deleted from remote storage 114.
[001861

It should be understood that the particular order in which the operations in

Figures 9A-9B have been described is merely exemplary and is not intended to indicate that
the described order is the only order in which the operations could be performed. One of
ordinary skill in the art would recognize various ways to reorder the operations described
herein.
[001871

In many of the embodiments described above, the functions described with

respect to playing or manipulating non-local content are applicable regardless of whether the
client device currently stores any local items.

Similarly, in many of the embodiments

described above, the functions described with respect to playing or manipulating locally
stored content are applicable regardless of whether the user account currently includes any
items that are remotely stored but not locally stored.
[00188]

The foregoing description, for purpose of explanation, has been described with

reference to specific embodiments.

However, the illustrative discussions above are not

intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed. Many
modifications and variations are possible in view of the above teachings. The embodiments
were chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention and its
practical applications, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the invention
and various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use
contemplated.
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What is claimed is:
1.

A method comprising:
at a client device with a display:

receiving a request to display a view of a media library, wherein the media library
includes local media items stored at the client device and remote media items not stored at the

client device but available from a remote system, and the view of the media library is associated
with a set of one or more local media items and a set of one or more remote media items; and
in response to receiving the request to display the view of the media library displaying
the view of the media library, wherein displaying the view of the media library includes:
in accordance with a determination that the client device has a connection to the remote
system:
displaying media library information corresponding the set of one or more of
the local media items associated with the view of the media library and the set of one or
more of the remote media items associated with the view of the media library;
displaying, concurrently with displaying the media library information, visual
indicators associated respectively with one or more media items represented by the
displayed media library information, wherein the one or more visual indicators
distinguish the remote media items and the local media items and are configured to
enable downloading a copy of the respective remote media item to the client device for
storage at the client device; and
in accordance with a determination that the client device does not have a connection to
the remote system:
displaying the media library information corresponding to the set of one or more local
media items associated with the view of the media library and suppressing display of media
library information corresponding to the set of one or more remote media items associated with
the view of the media library;
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detecting a first user command to activate playback of a respective remote media item;
in response to detecting the first user command, initiating a process for playing the
respective remote media item, including:
downloading a copy of the respective remote media item from the remote
system to a cache at the client device, and
playing the copy of the respective remote media item in the cache; and
maintaining display of a visual indicator that identifies the respective media
item as a remote media item;
after playing the copy of the respective remote media item, detecting a second user
command to download the respective remote media item to the media library; and
in response to detecting the second user command, downloading the respective remote
media item to the media library and ceasing to display the visual indicator that identifies the
respective media item as a remote media item.

2.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:
determining whether the client device has a connection to the remote system;
responding to a predefined user command with respect to a playlist that includes one or

more local media items and one or more remote media items, when the client device has a
connection to the remote system, by playing the media items in the playlist in a sequence
determined by the playlist; and
responding to a predefined user command with respect to the playlist, when the client
device does not have a connection to the remote system, by playing only the local media items in
the playlist in the sequence determined by the playlist.

3.

The method of claim 1 or claim 2,
wherein displaying the media library information includes displaying a list identifying

the local media items and the remote media items; and
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wherein displaying the one or more visual indicators includes displaying respective
icons differentiating the remote media items and the local media items in the list.

4.

The method of any one of claims 1-3,
wherein displaying the media library information includes displaying a collections

gallery comprising one or more collections, wherein each of a plurality of the media items is
associated with a respective collection; and
wherein displaying the one or more visual indicators includes displaying respective
icons to differentiate respective collections that are respectively associated with one or more
remote media items and respective collections that are not respectively associated with one or
more remote media items.

5.

The method of claim 4, further comprising:
detecting interaction associated with a collection having one or more visual indicators

identifying the collection as associated with one or more remote media items; and
in response to detecting the interaction, initiating a process for downloading respective
copies of at least one of the remote media items associated with the collection to the client device
for storage at the client device.

6.

The method of any one of claims 1-5, wherein one or more of the remote media items

are copies of corresponding local media items that have been removed from the client device.

7.

The method of any one of claims 1-6, wherein one or more of the remote media items

correspond to digital media purchases at a digital media store and have no corresponding local

media item.
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8.

The method of any one of claims 1-7, further comprising locally storing at the client

device metadata for each media item in the media library, the locally stored metadata for a
respective media item including storage location information indicating whether the respective
media item is locally stored at the client device, and whether the respective media item is
remotely stored at the remote system.

9.

The method of claim 8, further comprising, in response to a predefined trigger

condition, initiating synchronization of the locally stored metadata with corresponding metadata
stored at the remote system.

10.

The method of claim 8 or claim 9, wherein the storage location information for a

respective media item includes state information selected from the set consisting of: locally
stored, locally cached, remotely stored, and a plurality of transitional states.

11.

The method of any one of claims 1-10, wherein one or more of the remote media items

include corresponding copies cached at the client device, wherein the cached copies are subject
to eviction from a cache at the client device in accordance with a cache management policy.

12.

The method of any one of claims 1-11, further comprising, while displaying the media

library information corresponding to the set of media items, suppressing display of remote media
items that have been marked as hidden.

13.

A method comprising:
at a client device with a display:
receiving a request to display a view of a media library, wherein the media library

includes local media items stored at the client device and remote media items not stored at the
client device but are available from a remote system, and the view of the media library is
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associated with a set of one or more local media items and a set of one or more remote media
items; and
in response to receiving the request to display the view of the media library displaying
the view of the media library, wherein displaying the view of the media library includes:
in accordance with a determination that the client device has a connection to
the remote system:
displaying media library information corresponding the set of one or
more of the local media items associated with the view of the media library and
the set of one or more of the remote media items associated with the view of
the media library, wherein one or more of the one or more remote media items
are members of a playlist of one or more media items;
displaying,

concurrently

with

displaying

the

media

library

information, visual indicators associated respectively with one or more media
items represented by the displayed media library information, wherein the one
or more visual indicators distinguish the remote media items and the local
media items and are configured to enable downloading a copy of the respective
remote media item to the client device for storage at the client device; and
in accordance with a determination that the client device does not have a
connection to the remote system:
displaying the media library information corresponding to the playlist,
including displaying the media library information corresponding to one or
more of the remote media items in the set of remote media items, wherein the
media library information corresponding to the one or more remote media
items is displayed with visual indicia differentiating the remote media items
and the local media items in the playlist;
detecting a first user command to activate playback of a respective remote media item;
in response to detecting the first user command, initiating a process for playing the
respective remote media item, including:
downloading a copy of the respective remote media item from the remote
system to a cache at the client device, and
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playing the copy of the respective remote media item in the cache; and
maintaining display of a visual indicator that identifies the respective media
item as a remote media item;
after playing the copy of the respective remote media item, detecting a second user
command to download the respective remote media item to the media library; and
in response to detecting the second user command, downloading the respective remote
media item to the media library and ceasing to display the visual indicator that identifies the
respective media item as a remote media item.

14.

A method comprising:
at a client device with a display:
receiving a request to display a view of a media library, wherein the media library

includes local media items stored at the client device and remote media items not stored at the
client device but are available from a remote system, and the view of the media library is
associated with a set of one or more local media items and a set of one or more remote media
items; and
in response to receiving the request to display the view of the media library displaying
the view of the media library, wherein displaying the view of the media library includes:
in accordance with a determination that the client device has a connection to
the remote system:
displaying media library information corresponding the set of one or more of
the local media items associated with the view of the media library and the set of one or
more of the remote media items associated with the view of the media library;
displaying, concurrently with displaying the media library information, visual
indicators associated respectively with one or more media items represented by the
displayed media library information, wherein the one or more visual indicators
distinguish the remote media items and the local media items and are configured to
enable downloading a copy of the respective remote media item to the client device for
storage at the client device; and
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in accordance with a determination that the client device does not have a connection to
the remote system, displaying the media library information corresponding to the set of media
items, including:
displaying, in accordance with a first predefined formatting, media library
information corresponding to the set of one or more local media items associated with
the view of the media library; and
displaying, in accordance with a second predefined formatting that is visually
distinct from the first predefined formatting, media library information corresponding to
the set of one or more remote media items associated with the view of the media library;
detecting a first user command to activate playback of a respective remote media item;
in response to detecting the first user command, initiating a process for playing the
respective remote media item, including:
downloading a copy of the respective remote media item from the remote
system to a cache at the client device, and
playing the copy of the respective remote media item in the cache; and
maintaining display of a visual indicator that identifies the respective media
item as a remote media item;
after playing the copy of the respective remote media item, detecting a second user
command to download the respective remote media item to the media library; and
in response to detecting the second user command, downloading the respective remote
media item to the media library and ceasing to display the visual indicator that identifies the
respective media item as a remote media item.

15.

The method of any one of claims 1-14, wherein one or more of the local media items

has a respective corresponding copy stored at the remote system.

16.

The method of any one of claims 1-15, further comprising: determining whether a

respective media item is stored at both the client device and the remote system; and displaying
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an affordance identifying the respective media item if the respective media item is stored at the
remote system and no corresponding copy is stored at the client device.

17.

A device, comprising: one or more processors; memory; and one or more programs,
wherein the one or more programs are stored in the memory and configured to be executed by
the one or more processors, the one or more programs including instructions for performing any
of the methods of claims 1-16.

18.

A computer readable storage medium storing one or more programs, the one or more

programs comprising instructions, which when executed by a device having one or more
processors and memory, cause the device to perform any of the methods of claims 1-16.
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